Around 200 companies, more than 12,000 researchers, developers and entrepreneurs are working on developing future technologies and products that will affect the lives of billions of people. The R&D ecosystem of open innovation helps Campus based companies to accelerate, by offering easy access to high tech facilities and international networks.

- In case of emergency call +31 (0) 40 230 54 44 instead of 112
- In case of emergency signal, leave building and assemble at the gathering point at The Strip – HTC - building section D
- In buildings it is obliged to wear a badge
- A safety (working) permit is obliged for third parties on High Tech Campus Eindhoven. See www.hightechcampus.com (search werkvergunning)
- When entering the laboratories, the safety sheets instructions must be followed strictly
- Follow instructions of security personnel, host, principal and fire brigade
- Within buildings you need a permit to carry and use photographic equipment or to take pictures with mobile phones/other devices
- Security cameras are in use
- The Dutch Road Traffic regulations are applicable on this site; please moderate your speed
- High Tech Campus Eindhoven has its own access to highway A2/N2
- High Tech Campus Eindhoven is within easy reach of the railway station with public transport bus connection line 407. Check www.hermes.nl or www.9292.nl to plan your journey.
- All gates are open during weekdays from 06:30 to 20:30. After these hours please report to the information point (HTC 47a)
- In restaurants and shops at The Strip, payments are accepted by pin or credit card, Amex included (no cash payments possible)

**Campus Map**

HTCE is a dynamic centre of excellence which is constantly changing. The facts and figures in this edition of the brochure were accurate as of [January 2020]. Updates will be posted online at www.hightechcampus.com including any new editions of this brochure.
Campus Companies

4C 9
SG Hub 25
Aalberts 68
ABB 5
Accenture 21
Airblias + 12
Aircon 12
Amato 41
AMS 41
Analog Devices 41
Anders 9
Antenna Company 41
Antevo 41
Architectural Realities 27
ARTEMS Industry Association 69
Aseafer 41
ASML 25, 43, 45
Astratec 9
Avanade 21
Avera 9
Axion 9
BAM Bouw en Techniek 29
Bambi Medical 29
Biosys Technology Systems Platform 9
Biotronix 9
Bloomlife 27
Blueteck 9
Bouwbedrijf Berghege 29
Bright Cubes 68, 69
Bright Society 32
Brunel 97
Byflow 12
Campus Site Management (The Strip) 1e
Caragems 84
Care ID 9
Catai Healthcare 29
Chauvas Brakes International 84
Chematronics 9
Chromodynamics 9
Cirka Technologies 12
CLEARink Displays 29
Cognizant 9
Corporate Vitality 8, 61
Cyberg Security Consulting 84
Dassault Systemes 9
Delimo Experts Eindhoven B.V. 9
Delite 9
Dietz Valley 10
Dubliner Associates 9
DXY Technology 41
Edilio 83
EIT Digital 31
Elison 69
Emultech 29
etupia 10
Eurofins: Material Analysis lab 10
Eurofins: Reliability lab 7
alexio 27
Exes Group 9
Equal Spouses Initiative 27
EZ Factory 9
FARO 68
Faulhaber 9
Future Home Engineering 29
Genkey 69
GGD Eerdbouw Zuidoost 1a
Gilbert Technologies 27
Gimix 9
Goodix 21

Nikicin Dental 10
NLDC 53
NSF-Semiconductors 46, 60
OMT Solutions 9
ON Semiconductor 10
Open Innovation Academy 10
Outdoor sports facilities 8
Outlive 27
Pharm 27
Royal Philips 10
Acquisitions and Divestments 5
Design 33
Siemens Healthcare 20
Signify 6, 7, 26, 44, 48
Signify Experience Center 6
Silicon Integrated 9
Simac ICT Nederland 41
Simac Medical 41
SMART Photonics 29
Soilshine 21
Sparkle 10
ST Microelectronics 68
Symapay 41
Target Holding 41
Technopark Group 84
Techwave Consulting 9
Telectron 11
Telefyme DALSA 27, 29
TEN Flex 84
Texas Instruments 9
The Solar Energy Application Centre SEAC 21
The Talent Recruiters 68
Timpel 9
Touch Biomaterials 27
Twente Eindhoven 10
Ubik Solutions 12
Uxivo 10
V.O. Patents & Trademarks 84
vanderPofolkse 12
Veen Electronic Design Solutions V.E.D.S. 25
Vention 12
VisionBay 27
Vision and Action 9
Vital Technology 41
RealTee 69
ZENS 10
Zoelpa 9
Zapprat 9